
Ireland - a Fall pilgrimage
(Oct 16th-24th 2017) 

A special “Kanuga-journey” in Ireland aimed at renewal of 
mind, body and spirit through powerful connections with 
nature, in exploring rich canons of heritage and myth and 
through learning in the company of great teachers.

Con Moriarty’s
Hidden Ireland Tours

   Con Moriarty’s Hidden Ireland Tours, Gap of Dunloe, Killarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland

   Tel (US Office): 251 478 7519  •  Contact: Binky Oswalt  •  Email: binky@hiddenirelandtours.com  •  www.hiddenirelandtours.com
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Dear Kanuga family,

You know the amazing thin place that Kanuga is. A place of natural beauty, we connect to God and nature in a 

unique way on the hallowed ground that Bishop Finlay carved out of the North Carolina mountains way back in 

1928. It is a place of constant renewal for all of us.

Sometimes, we are called to other places to find a deeper connection to the places we love. For me, Ireland has 

been that place. There, walking sacred paths shared by pilgrims for millennia, I find myself challenged to be a

stronger, truer person, indeed the person that God knit together from the foundations of the earth as a beloved 

child.

Therefore, my wife Page and I want to share this amazing place with you on pilgrimage in October 2017.  Joining

other members of the Kanuga family, a small group of no more than 25 of us will embark to a holy isle to discover

deeper connections to God, creation, and one another. By challenging ourselves in the constantly changing 

landscape of the Celts, we will discover a deeply spiritual journey that will help us be better stewards of all that 

Kanuga has taught us.

In the words and itinerary that follow, you will discover an amazing opportunity to join with historians, guides, 

artists, chefs, local food providers, and others for a trip of a lifetime. It is my distinct hope that my deep spiritual 

brother Con Moriarty, who will lead this trip with me, will help you and me discern ways that the Celtic spirit may 

deepen and nourish Kanuga for the future.

Consider joining us. While every detail has been planned and the accommodations and food will be spectacular, it 

is the spiritual quest that will change you and help us make Kanuga stronger.

With every earthly blessing,

Michael Sullivan

President, Kanuga 

An Invitation...



Day 1 - Monday October 16:

Arrival and easing into Ireland and it’s sacred space…

Arrive Ireland; Shannon or Dublin and transfer to the Southwest and County Kerry.

 

Our first base is a luxurious abode overlooking the spectacular Killarney Valley. After a special lunch, we will take a 

refreshing walk aimed at rejuvenating jet-lagged bodies and connecting to the sacred land of Ireland before a nap 

perhaps, welcome dinner, introductions and orientation.

 

Overnight at:

Aghadoe Heights Hotel & Spa, Killarney Lakes
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Day 2 - Tuesday October 17:

Connecting to Celtic Spirituality

From our lofty perch here at Aghadoe with it’s ancient monastery, the focus of our first morning will be to connect 

with our surrounds. Here in the province of Munster, the southwestern quadrant of Ireland holds a particularly deep 

connection to the Divine Goddess which we will explore at sacred thin places that have retained spiritual resonance 

hereabouts since pre-history. The day will involve tracing a journey through some of the most beautiful and spectacular 

landscapes in the country beginning with a leisurely ramble amidst the divine beauty and faery realms of a primal 

woodland located at a remote corner of the Killarney National Park. We will walk in mindfulness, opening to the Earth 

and it’s blessings with each step.

Beginning with a stroll among ancient woods amidst the Magic 

of Nature and a visit to the great seat of learning that was Inisfallen 

Island on Loch Léin (the lake of learning), this journey through the 

waterway of the Killarney Lakes takes us deep into the Black Valley 

and Gap of Dunloe where powerful shapes serve to awaken.
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An awaiting boat will then take us over the lake waters of Loch Léin – the lake of learning to the powerful ruins of the 

great monastery on Inisfallen Island. With it’s incredible history dating from the 5th century as a leper colony through 

to the development here of an early-Christian seat of learning, the powerful ruins of this great abbey will provide a 

backdrop to our prayers. After a picnic lunch, our boat will then take us through the rivers and lakes of the Killarney 

Valley to the headwaters in the Black Valley from where we will make spectacular hike or bike ride through the Gap of 

Dunloe, Ireland’s most dramatic mountain pass, taking time to be still amidst the power of this wild place.

 

In our embrace of Divine Beauty today, special guest and local shaman and healer, Amantha Murphy will join us for a 

time today, sharing with us; “the importance of ritual in Celtic Spirituality” and her understanding of the Divine energy.

Overnight at:

Aghadoe Heights Hotel & Spa, Killarney Lakes

Amantha Murphy
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Day 3 - Wednesday October 18:

Skelligs

Skellig Michael is one of two UNESCO-designated World Heritage Sites in Ireland. It is a rock-island that lies ten miles into 

the Atlantic off the Ring of Kerry coastline. It is home to close to a millions seabirds - and the site of the preserved ruins 

of an early-Christian hermitage unique in the world. A major site of pilgrimage, visiting the extraordinary Skellig Michael 

will be a highlight of our journey. Our time on this spectacular island this morning and afternoon on the surrounding 

mainland region of Saint Finian’s (Fionán) will powerfully bring our focus onto the early-Christian hermitical movement 

in Ireland. We will have the opportunity to learn of these earliest Christian’s here at the edge of the known medieval 

world and it’s deep imprint from the Coptic practices of the North African/Middle Eastern deserts and the meditative 

practices carried from earlier Asian Hindu and Buddhist traditions. We will have our own time to pray at this holiest of 

places, alone and together.

 

The second of the special guests who will join our pilgrimage will do so this evening. Sean Ó Duinn is an esteemed 

teacher, scholar and writer of Celtic Spirituality. He is a Benedictine monk and member of the Glenstall Abbey community 

and during our shared time, Seán will share his precious teachings and spiritual insights before leading 

us in prayer.

Overnight at:

Aghadoe Heights Hotel & Spa, Killarney Lakes

Lying 10 miles into the great ocean off the Kerry coastline 

at the southwest of Ireland, this rock island is one of the 

wonders of our world. A UNESCO World Heritage Site, it is 

home of hundreds of thousands of seabirds – and the site of 

the most wondrous early-Christian monastery on Earth.

Benedicitine monk and immanent scholar 

of Celtic Spirituality, Seán Ó Duinn 
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Day 4 - Thursday October 19:

The Dingle Peninsula

After a restful morning given to reflection, we will leave the Killarney Valley for the Dingle Peninsula, a short journey 

involving just over an hour by road. Our journey west however will meander, taking us on ancient, skinny roads linking 

places of immense interest. We will be joined today by Michael Gibbons., historian and archaeologist with a particular 

interest and expertise in Ireland’s spirtitual and pilgrim landscapes. Today we will journey onto the extraordinary 

landscape of the Dingle Peninsula with us, opening our eyes and hearts to it’s incredible spiritual heritage and it’s iconic 

figures, chief among the 5th century colossus, Saint Brendan. There will be time for a ramble on the unspoilt strands of 

Brandon (Brendan) Bay beneath the holy mountain of Mount Brandon itself, arriving into the colourful town of Dingle 

late afternoon through the awesome Conair Pass.

 

Dingle, the second 3-night base along our way lies near the tip of this most northerly on the five great Atlantic-peninsulas 

of the southwest. It is promontory some 40 miles or  so long and ranging from two to ten across, an exquisite folded 

landscape with the Great Ocean omnipresent. It is place of rich cultural and spiritual history, it’s fields and hills-sides 

dotted with a staggering 3,500 archaeological antiquities. The township is home to 1,500 people, an eclectic mix of 

farmers, fishermen, trader and traders whose energy  brings about a space quiet unlike anywhere else. Now recognised 

as the leading food town in Ireland, it is also home to dozens of pubs where some of the finest traditional musicians 

and singers gather aft sunset.

 

Overnight at:

Emlagh House, Dingle

The Blasket archipelago lies off the western tip of the Dingle Peninsula, a place of rich natural, cultural and spiritual history.

Michael Gibbons
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Day 5 - Friday October 20:

Mount Brandon or The Way of the Saints pilgrim routes…

With little by way of driving needed to explore what is essentially at our doorstep here, today we will explore the western 

tip of the peninsula, a land form so beautiful that it just seems to take one’s breath away. In the company of our guides, 

we will trace a delicate line through this space in the footsteps of the many whom it seems have been drawn by Spirit 

here. It will be another deep immersion as we wander in the shadow of Mount Brandon whose 3,000 foot summits 

towers over this place. 

For those called to make the pilgrimage to the sacred summit, there will be an opportunity to do so while others may 

choose to ramble the low-level camino known as the Way of the Saints. Pilgrims have walked here since earliest pagan 

times before the local 6th century mystic and saint Brendan brought this site into the Christian tradition. Blessings feel 

abundant here, like the countless exquisite fuchsia blossom that drape every from every hedgerow. 

This evening we will have a special ceremony at the Gallarus Oratory, a tiny 1400 year old dry-stone chapel located 

between the mountain and sea before another engagement with Dingle’s Slow Food and the rich musical heritage of 

this Gaelic-speaking region with a special concert.

Our special guest today will be Dolores Whelan. Trinity College Dublin Bio-chemistry lecturer, author and spiritual 
teacher, Dolores Whelan will share with us her rich journey and deep insights into the realm of Celtic Spirituality and 
in particular, it’s connections with what she calls Deep Ecology, exploring the spiritual elements of environmental and 

ecological issues facing us.

 

Overnight at:

Emlagh House, Dingle

Time to sit in stillness at the edge….

Dolores Whelan
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Day 6 - Saturday October 21:

The Dingle Peninsula

A gentle day held for deeper reflection and immersion in the Divine Beauty of the Dingle Peninsula with options to be 

as active or restful as wished for. Options for consideration might include; a morning voyage to the archipelago lying 

off the western tip of the peninsula known as The Blasket Islands to meditate at a place likely to remain high in the  

consciousness for ever, further exploration of some of the region’s rich archaeology, including notable early-Christian sites, 

opportunities to shop, meeting with some of the leading artists and crafts people living and working on the peninsula, 

time to rest and reflect with private prayer/meditation, journaling or painting, yoga and/or massage, etc. etc

 

Overnight at:

Emlagh House, Dingle

The interplay between Light with the spectacular land and seascapes of Ireland’s Atlantic seaboard is a ever-changing 

phenomenon, serving in these parts as a constant reminder of the impermanence and Divine Beauty. Throughout human 

history in Ireland, the sanctity of Light has been honoured.

Poetry, music, song and dance...
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Day 7 - Sunday October 22:

Ballymaloe

Bidding farewell to Dingle and the Atlantic coastline today with a last stroll on the majestic beach of Inch, this morning’s 

travel takes us eastwards out of County Kerry and into  County Cork. En-route we will visit a holy well associated with 

St. Gobnait and pass beneath the shapely peaks of the Paps, the sacred breasts of the pagan goddess Ánu, a deified 

embodiment of the Earth itself.

 

Lunching at The Old English Market in Cork, Ireland’s second city, will provide a taste of what lies ahead. Soon after, we 

will walk on some of the most fertile land in Ireland. No rocks or peat here but instead, beautiful farmland lovingly owned 

and managed by a family who have made an enormous contribution to the Slow Food culture here. Originally founded 

by a Quaker family, Ballymaloe today represents all that is good about mindful agriculture and sustainable food in Ireland. 

After lunch in the company of it’s family, we will have time this afternoon to walk the land with Rory Allen, the farmer...

Our special guest today will be Ireland’s best known foodie, Darina Allen - best-selling author, television cook, teacher 
- and passionate promoter of all things sacred about food and it’s production, Darina will be a special guest for a 
special lecture on her world, views and principles and the success of here incredible Ballymaloe Internation Cookery 

School – as well as also providing those who wish with the opportunity to be with her in the kitchen/classroom

 

Ballymaloe House

Darina Allen
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Our final special guest will join us this evening

In 2002, at the age of just 22 Mary Reynolds ground-breaking Celtic Garden was awarded the supreme Gold Medal at 

the Chelsea Flower Show. There at the high altar of gardening and garden design, this young girl who grew up on a small 

farm in County Wexford on Ireland’s southwestern corner in a natural and cultural environment deeply connected to 

Spirit. Today, Mary’s powerful call and the beautiful examples of her gardens are waking a community of gardeners and 

garden-designers around the world to work and create in harmony with Spirit. In 2016, her ground-breaking book; The 

Garden Awakening - Designs To Nurture Our Land & Ourselves was launched to wide acclaim as well. Last year too saw 

the airing of the beautiful movie of her inspiration, challenges and ultimate success at Chelsea; Daring to be Wild. This 

evening, Mary will be a most treasured guest whose insights will surely influence us from this day forward!

 

Overnight at:

Ballymaloe House, Shannagary

Mary Reynolds
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Day 8 - Monday October 23:

Ballymaloe

Ballymaloe After an optional early morning cliff-walk at nearby Ballycotton, there will the opportunity to participate 

in a class with Darina Allen and her staff at the wonderful Ballymaloe Cookey School. Other option this final day will 

include down-time to rest and reflect in the beautiful grounds of Ballymaloe House, to visit the great whiskey distillery of 

Middleton nearby – and on the way, calling in on the way to the cathedral at Cloyne to learn of it’s most famous bishop, 

the philosopher, George Berkeley (1685-1753)

Farewell ceremony and dinner.

Day 9 - Tuesday October 24:

Depart via Dublin or Shannon

Midleton Distillery

George Berkeley
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Price: US $3,990 inclusive of:

 

• 8 nights’ luxury accommodation at Killarney, Dingle and Shannagary 

 (two people sharing double or twin bedded rooms

• Full breakfast daily

• 6 evening meals/dinners (- with participants free to ramble and dine by themselves an evening in Dingle 

 and in Killarney)

• Lunches each day, a mix of picnics and tastings, cafes, pubs and restaurants

• Boats trips; on the Killarney Lakes, to the islands of the Skelligs and the Great Blasket

• Musical/cultural performances

• Luxury Coach and Auxiliary transport throughout

• Gratuities at hotels and restaurants

• All entry fees and maps

• Local Taxes

• Escort and guiding throughout, by Rev. Michael Sullivan, President of Kanuga and Con Moriarty and assistant 

 Ann Curran of Hidden Ireland Tours with Special Guests as per the programme

 

(Single Supplement $450)
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Enquire or Book:
 

For booking, contact:

Eric George, Kanuga Reservations Manager

Email: eric.george@kanuga.org

Tel: 828-233-2809

Web: www.kanuga.org/ireland

Airline and insurance assistance
 

If you need assistance with airline bookings or cancellation insurance please email Liz Hedberg;

liz@springdaletravel.com

 

(If you are looking for help with the airline booking, please include in the email your requirements such as

who will be traveling; where from and to; and your dates if you are going early or staying later. She will get back 

in touch with you with the information you need. If you are interested in cancellation insurance, she will send

that to you by email.)
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